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Toasty Trends: “Under-Butt”, the new “Under-Boob” 

  

 As summer comes in, the clothes are quickly coming off. Extra material gets 

a summer vacation this year in the new trend sweeping the District. No, I’m not 

talking about the infamous “under-boob”, made popular by the likes of Rihanna and 

Miley Cyrus constantly reminding the public that she does in fact have mammary glands, 

but rather its Southern cousin that it regularly disowns but everyone can see the 

resemblance. That’s right, we have decided to feature our best assets by displaying the 

“under-butt”. Girls are finding a new way to cool off this year by letting their butts escape 

their denim dungeons and feel the cool breeze of freedom. There are many benefits to 

embracing this new fashion, such as: 

- Letting your butt breath (obvious, but very important) 

- Never having to accessorize because you know where the attention really is Increased 

mobility (Now you can twerk or do high kicks at any time of the day!) 

- Getting tan on that typically hard to reach spot 

- Never having to hear the phrase “legs for days” because the transition from leg to butt is 

now clear. 



 The “under-butt” is a harmless way to cool off for the summer, but beware 

ladies of U Street and Adams Morgan - there are some dangers to the under-butt that are 

worth noting for your safety, such as:  

- Getting burned by hot metal benches 

- Wedgies (that is if you are wearing underwear which is not necessary for the 

“underbutt”) 

- Getting items caught in the crease and then discovering them when you start walking 

- Sunburn 

- Never being able to wash your pants because they cannot possibly shrink any   

more 

 Despite the potential dangers of the “under-butt”, if you are prepared and aware 

then you will be able to pull off the trend effortlessly. To finds stores that accommodate 

the “under-butt” I suggest going to Urban Outfitters, or Crossroads. Shorts are featured 

according to size: 

- A= A lil bit o’butt 

- B= Butts out for the boys 

- C= Can you show me more butt? 

- D= Damn I didn’t mean that much! 

- DD= Denim Destroyed- butt has overtaken the shorts 



 If you are looking for a bargain and want to DIY then take any old pair of jeans 

and just cut the shit out of them. I’m talking really take out any pent-up rage on those 

pants, and just go to town with those scissors. I give this trend four out of five toasts with 

jelly because I don’t think you’re ready for this jelly. 


